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Introduction

I)J the Federal Rural Housing un"Cr made early in 193-+. firsthand
data were obtained 0114,459 of the 41 ,67-4- farm homes in Idaho. Of

all the impro\"cments that were needed 011 the Idaho farms. as shown
by this sun"cy. the water system and modern plumbing were most de
sired. The Rural Housing Survey indicated that about one-third of
OUf farm homes hayc water piped to the house but that of this num
ber only one-half have hot water or modern sewage disposal. About
the same number that have water piped to the house also ha\'c electric
light and power. The second most desired improvement for the farm
homes was additional rOOI11, and the third was il11pro\'emcnt in the in
terior walls. ceilings. and Aoors. This Dlllletin is concerned with the
two-thirds of the farm homes that do not ha\'c water piped to the
house, and with the farms that ha\'e water in the house but do not have
hot water or waste disposal systems.



Water Supply and Plumbing for the Farm Home
By

IIon.\I{T RERESFORD*

T HE benefits of a simple. hand-operated farm water system are lim
ited largely to the kitchen. where a supply of pure water is needed

for human wants. such as drinking and cooking, and where a plentiful
supply of water for household needs. such as washing and cleaning.
saves the family thousands of steps and the carrying of tons of water
during the year.

The benefits of power-operated water systems are not confined to
the household. \\rater under pressure in the dairy may be used in
indi"idual drinking cups in the stables, for cooling the milk. and for
washing utensils in the milk honse. .\dditional utilization of the water
supply can be made in the feed yard and poultry house. r\ well-planned
and propcrly installed warer system affords considerahle protection
against the e\"er-presem fire hazard on the farm. In addition to this,
limited irrigation of \·egetables. Rower gardens, and lawns is made pos
sible. The sa\'ing in labor and the increased production made 3\'ailable
by the use of a modern water system should O\'ercome any argument
against its installation cost.

A simple water system need not be expensive in its first cost and
may be so designed as to permit additions or changes to meet the in
creased needs of the household or to be improved as additional funds
are made available.

The Water System
The type of water system which meets the individual farm re

quircments varies with the location and type of water supply available.
The source of the water supply always should be protected from pos
sible contamination from surface drainage or seepage and should be
free frol11 injurious chemicals such as alkali or sulphur. Recognizing
that a plCllti ful supply of pure water suited to human wants is so es
sential to human health ancl household needs, this discussion assumes
an adequate and satisfactory water supply available and deals with the
handling and distribution of the water supply and wastc disposal for
the farm home. For information 011 wells, filters, and cisterns or
storage tanks, reference is made to Experiment Station and united
States Department of Agriculture bulletins.

\\"hen a suitable water supply is located near the housc. it can often
be pumped into the kitchen by means of a cistern force pump located
on a table or bracket near the sink. .\ small additional investment in a
barrel or tank in the attic. a range boiler, and a water front for the
kitchen stO\'C provides an economical means of supplying hot water,
thus adding to the cOlwenience of the water piped to the house.

There are two general types of water systems, one made for shallow
wells and one made for deep wells. Pumps used in shallow wells
are generally designed to operate under suction Ii ft. which de-

• Agricultural Engineer. Experiment Station.
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pends upon the principle of atmospheric pressure to force the liquid
il~to the pump cylinder. Their operation requires that the pump pipe
belo\\" the cylinder be submerged and that the pump mechanism be
capable of exhausting the air from the pipe and cylinder. The limit
of their application is dependent upon the weight of the column of air

to which the liquid surface is ex
posed. At sea level atmospheric
pressure is about 14.7 pounds per
sC]uare inch. \\'ith this weight of
14.7 pounds pressure upon each
s<luare inch of the liquid surface,
the remo'"al of air frOIll the
suction pipe makes it possible to
raise watcr through a yertkal
pipe. Theoretically. a perfect
,"aCl1lUll at sea level would cause a
column of water to rise 33.957
feet. LTnder practical conditions
20 to 22 feet is the limit to which
water may be rais~d through the
action of a suction pump. Any
decrease in the atmospheric pres
sure lowers the elevatif)n LO which
water can be raised with suction

Fig. I.-A simple water system con- pumps. I-Ience, a suction pump
sisting of force pump and sink operating at an elevation of 8,000

with drain. feet abo\'e sea level would have
a practical suction lift of appro:-:::illlatcly IS feet. The sliction lift
also depends upon the tcmpe!"a-
lure of the water and the result-
ing yapor pressure above the
warm water which further re
duces the lift. It is practical to
use suction pumps where the total
head exceeds the suction Ii ft limit,
but it is always n~cessary to lo
cate the pump unit where the suc
tion Ii ft or vertical distance be
tween the surface of the water
and the pUl11p does not exceed the
practical suction Ii ft. The vertical
disw11ce from the surface of the
water to the disch:lrge from the
system is known as the total head.
In most water-supply installations
it is a C0111111011 practice to place
the cvlinder under the surface of
the \;mer. thus reducing the suc
tion head to zero and iO'iuring
sci f-priming of the unit.

c
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~Iost of the small electric pumping units have at least a ?i-horse
power motor which usually is controlled by an automatic pressure
switch. These systems are classified as the fresh-water type, due to
the small capacity of the combination air and water supply tank. which

o
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Fig. 3.-All economical type of water system suited to unit development.

ranges from 3 to 5 gallons. This means that if sufficient water is drawn
from the faucet, the automatic switch operates starting the pump unit,
which maintains the pressure for the operation of the system.

SHALLOW weLL
PUMP'\,,;

Fig. 4.-A shallow-well pump located to take advantage of the limited suction
lift.

In the deep-well installations the pump cylinder necessarily must
be lowered into the well casing to a point where the drawdown will

o
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motor-driven
pump.

Fig. 5.-A

not exceed the practical sliction lift for that locality. The other features
of the water systems are similar except that the deep wells require
more power [or operating the pumps. Automatic pressure switch con
trols or float controls in small supply tanks may be used for regulating
the operation of deep-well water systems. The simple motor-driven
systems cost as little as $75 to $100, depending upon the capacity and
type of equipment desired. Deep-well pumps are more expensive, the
cost depending upon the lift and capacity required. \Vhen electric
power is not available, pumping equipment can be operated with the
power f rom a gasoline engine or windmill. The convenience of such a

system depends largely upon
the additional storage capacity
made a,'ailable [or its inter
mittent operation.

The relation between stor
age capacity and power re
quirement should be considered
for the individual installation.
If a large cylinder isused, the
pull on the pump rod may be
excessiYe, requiring a greater
reduction in speed and a greater
decrease in the output o[ the
pumping unit if a minimum
power requirement or demand
is to be maintained, The same

shallow-welt situation may develop in con-
nection with a hand-operated
pump where a large cylinder

operating against a high head may make it practically impossible to
pump by hand. The solution for such a condition is the installation
of a smaller-diameter cylinder.
Frequently, the difficulty en
countered with pump rods pull
ing in two is due to an at
tempted use 0 [ a too large
cylinder and the desire for
ma..xitllutll capacity, Greater
satisfaction might be obtained
by using a smaller capacity
pump and operating it for a
longer time interval. Storage
may be obtained by use of an
elevated cistern or a tower
tarue Also, a tank may be lo
cated in the attic of the house,
or a combination air and stor
age tank may be used in the Fig. 6.-A motor-driven deep-well pump.
basement or other protected location suited to the pneumatic type of
system.

o

o
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The hydraulic ram may also be used for pUI11ping the farm water
supply. The hydraulic ram is a self-acting pump operated by the flow
of water through a slight fall, thus utilizing the momentum of the
water flow to force a part of the water through the discharge pipe to
an elevation many times the height of the operating head.

With a given fall from the supply to the hydraulic ram, an in
crease in the amount of water supplied will increase the amount of

s-,

.....
i ..' 1101'-

""TOR

5-.1 • ~~ WAY SWl'f'CH

Fig. 7.-Pump jack and motor controlled by 3-way switches at the house and
well.

water delivered or deli\'er the same amount of water to a greater
height. Increasing the amount of iall from the supply to the hydraulic
ram will attain the same result.

For domestic supplies the hydraulic ram, like the shallow- and
deep-well pumps, may be used to deliver the water to a storage tank

-,---------- -------
i TANK ON rOHCR

I C»? IN H(}(JSE

i
I

LIFT
(N£IIFWW I

---~-,
,iI I FA'LL DISC, PIPE

I RAM

Fig. g.-Hydraulic ram installation.

above the I-:.ouse from which it can flow by gravity to the house and
farmstead, or water may be. pumped into a hydro-pneumatic tank
where the expansion of the compressed air delivers it under pressure to
the faucets of the household system. Special adaptations of hydraulic
rams can be made to deliYer clean spring water and waste creek water,
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PRESSURE TANK

-:lK",·~'I"'~L~TIC

WATEP CYU/DER

Fig. 9.-\Vindmill and pneumatic
storage tank installation,

where there is a small supply of clean water insufficient to operate
a hydraulic ram ancl an abundant supply of creek water with the neces
sary fall.

A satisfactory installation of a hydraulic ram requires a supply of
water at least 3 feet above the waste vuh'c and. as a general rule. there
should be 1 foot of fall to 7 feet of ele"atioll through which the water
is to be pwnped. For example, if water is to be pumped 100 feet above
the ram. there should be a fall of onc-se"enth of 100 feet. or approxi
mately 14 feet for the best operation.

The drive pipe should be abollt as many feet in length as the num
ber of feet against which the water is to be eleyated. It should be air
tight, s111ooth, and straight as possible. 3\'oiding sharp bends or ob
structions with the upper end submerged at least 1 f()()t at ail times and
~uitably screened to pre\'ent the cntrance oi trash. 1£ the ::upply is
farther from the hydraulic ram than the rcquired distance. it should
be piped on the level to a barrel or standpipe. using a pipe at least one
size larger than the supply pipe, The hydraulic ram !;hould be set on
a solid foundation and protected from cold by a house or pit. from
which the waste pipe or ditch should ha"c sufficicnt fall to prc\'ent
backwater or flooding,

Rubber valves in the hydraulic ram arc less noisy than metal. bltt
if the pounding noise is objectionable. as in a dwclling, a piece of good
quality rubber hose may be used as part of the deliYery line to over
come the trouble.

When a modern water system c!eli\'ers the household supply. the
average family finds that it will use scyeral times thc amount required
when the water was being carried (rom the pump to the kitchen by
the pailful The number of gallons of water required daily by the

individual family ,'aries. but on
the a"erage will he from --10 to 50
gallons per person per day when
cooking, bath, laundry, and waste
disposal arc considered. The
water requirement for the farm
depends upon the number and
kind of livestock. and the various
incidental uses, such as in the milk
house. or watering the lawn and
flower gardens. 1\ horse. mule.
or cow may need from 12 to 25
gallons of water per day, while a
hog or sheep will not drink in
exccss of a gallon per day.

The capacity of the pump and
storage tank or cistern should be
adapted to the type of power
available, the water supply source,

and the individual needs of the farm and household. In general.
greater economy of operation may be expected frolll the smaller
capacity pump operating for a longer period of time, ...-\S a rule, the

o
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small-capacity pumping units require greater storage facilities and in
case of emergency, such as fire, the smaller units are at a disadvantage.
The larger-capacity pumping units are more readily adapted to the
fresh-water type of system where small capacity storage is employed.
"'hen wind power is used, larger storage facilities are usually required.
It is possible to obtain the fresh water feature frolll the small-capacity
pumps and large storage facilities by using an auxiliary pneumatic or
gravity tank through which the entire supply is pumped and from
which the supply to the household is maintained.

~7....-"'"--'""'''-'-"',f[
CLOSET .

--
~r-K)

~ I~ I;~

. .

~F

o
DRESSING ~=~ ~

TABL£ 'S-.' 0
DRAWERS : r-- ~

UND£. llj
TABL£ ' OJ

CABIN£T -:
\ OVER .--'>p--"-....-.......
\ TABLE :
: :

- -
Fig. to.-Suggested bathroom arrangement.

The theoretical capacity in gallons per minute of a cylinder or
other positiye displacement type of pump is equal to the displacement
per minute dh·ided by 231. the number of cubic inches per gallon.
Where D is the diameter of the cylinder in inches. S the length of the
stroke in inches, and ~ the number of strokes per minute, the theo
retical capacity in gallons per minute equals:

G.P.J\I.=D' X S X N

294
The delivery from the cylinder type of pump may be controlled by

varying the ntu11ber of strokes per minute. The maximum capacity of
a cylinder type pump is limited by such mechanical features as for
instance, the length of stroke, which limits the number of strokes per
minute.

The theoretical horsepower requjred for pumping is equal to the
weight of the liquid times the total head in feet divided by the horse
power equivalent of the same time interval.

Weight of Liquid per SecoudXTotal Head in Feet
Theoretical H.P.

550 (Foot Pounds per Second ~ 1 H.P.)
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A cubic foot of water under standard conditions weighs 62.46
pounds and is equal to about 7Y, U. S. gallons. One U. S, gallon of
water weighs about 8 1/3 pounds.
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Under fa,"orable conditions the cylinder and piston type of pump
may have as high as 90 per cent efficiency, but under average condi
tions efficiencies usually run from 20 to 50 per cent.
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Fig. 12.-Kitchen sink and work tables.
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The cylinder-piston type of combination suction and force pump
is made in both single- and double-acting units. Cylinders commonly
are made of cast-iron lined with a thin brass tube to resist corrosive
action of the water. The more expensi\"c type of cylinder commonly
is made entirely of brass protected by steel spiders which also serve
to hold the cylinder caps in place. The different types of valves used
in the cylinder-piston type of pump may be classi fied according to
their action: hinge valves generally made of leather with a weighted
center and cut-away section, the disc-type poppet valves fitted with sear
guides, and the ball-type valves used in pumps operating against high
heads. Valves are sometimes made of rubber operating on glass \'alve
seats; however, valve seats are usually made of brass. The pump pis
tons usually are made with leather cups or pump washers. which are

NING BATH "ROOM ROOM

REFR
LAUNDRy

" RAYS AND
~8LE TOP

/\
KITCHEN . ,. ,, ,

If'O
, I

0
SCA I

TAB!
,

WORK
WA.sR;';~-
..vA INE

ROOM

HELVE

Fig. 13.-Suggested kitchen arrangement of cupboard and work tables.

formed to fit the pump cylinder and treated to resist the wear produced
by the movement of the piston in the cylinder. The number of leathers
used on a piston varies with the design of the pump and ranges from
one to four. Common service operations for pumps used in domestic
water supply systems are the renewal of yah"es. the replacement of the
pump leathers, and the repacking of the pump rod stuffing box.

The Farm Bathroom
The final development in the water system for the household is the

modern bathroom plumbing and sewage disposal through the medium
of a septic tank. 1n farm homes not designed originally for the in~tal

lation of a bathroom. one of the first problems will be the selection oi
its location. This will depend upon the indi\"idual requirements and
ideas. and, when it is finally answered. usually means that one oi the
existing rooms must be partitioned off to pro\"ide a floor space of at
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least 5 x 8 feet l or the equivalent additional space must be built onto
the house. A larger floor area than the minimum requirement of .5 x 8
feet can be used convenjently for the bathroom, as provisions made for
linen and towel closets are always desirable. Also, many bathrooms
are fitted with a clothes chute which leads to the basement laundry.
and in other homes storage space for the cleaning equipment is found
in closets located either in the bathroom or in the bathroom en
trance hall.

\Vhen the bathroom is being considered, it is usually a gocxl time
to replan the kitchen. Ii the kitchen is large. it may be possible to pro
vide enough space f rOI11 the present kitchen for a bathroom at least
5 x 8 feet and also a hallway or entrance closet for coats and shoes.
Replanning and reorganizing the farm kitchen is a project in itself and
one that is very much worthwhile. especially when it sayes steps and
makes the working equipment more cOlwenient. If it is decided to lo
cate the bathroom in the space partitioned off from the present kitchen.
the location of built-in cupboards, work tables. and sink should be con
sidered carefully.

~It may be possible to partition off one of the upstairs bedrooms,
forming a bathroom, closet, and small hall. The stairway landing may
be extended to provide space for a bathroom midway between first and
second floors and on the ground floor convenient storage space for
garden tools and lawn mower may be made accessible from the lawn.
The location of the bathroom may depend upon the type of water sup
ply ayailahle. 1f the water supply is furnished from an automatic pres
sure system or a gravity supply located well above the upstairs Aoor.
the location of the bathroom on the first or second floor is a matter of
choice. One of the simplest types of water systems is the o\'erhead
tank or gnn'ity supply where the attic of the house is used for housing
the tank. The increased pressure that can be obtained by placing the
tank in the attic might make the space obtained fro111 the kitchen or
other downstairs locations the more desirable.

The --election and location of plumbing fixtures ~uch as batl.t:lbs.
washstands. sinks. etc., should be a part of a careiully-worked-out
plan. There are Illany different types of fixtures yarying in quality
from the cheap cast-iron shells coated with enamel to those of yitrous
ware obtainable in attractiye color schemes suited to the Illost elaborate
surroundings. An average-size sink is 20 x 30 or 36 inches with a rolled
rim or apron and with a 12-inch integral back which allows space for
the necessary pipe connections. Also, sinks may be obtained in cabinet
units with attached drainboards and with single or double compart
ments. The modern development in kitchen sinks is the built-in dish
washer and the use of stainless steel or ~Ionel1 metal for the construc
tion of the drainboards and bowls.

.\11 ;n'crage-size bathtub is one measuring 30 x 60 inches. made of
enameled cast-iron with the \'arious fOfms of rolled rims and enclos
ures permitting the tubs to he built in the corners or recessed. depend
ing upon the location for which they are intended. The enclosed type
of tub has the ad\'antage of pre\'enting the collection of c1irt under
neath and back of the tub. \rashstamls and la\'atories usually measure
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deep. 3 feet wide, and 7 feet long, and may be built by digging a rec
tangular hole about 7 or 8 feet deep, 4 feet wide, and 8 feet long. A
box-like form is made from rough Iwnber or sheeting and placed in
this hole. The bottom and the space between the sides of the form and
the sides of the excavation make the forms for the concrete, which
should be mixed and placed similar to any standard water-tight con-

ISOMETRIC

VIEW

o

SID£ VIEW END VIEW COVER

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR CONCRETE
1-2-3 MIX

INSIDE
DIM£NSKJNS

3X5X7 FT
3X5X8 FT

CONCRETE
CU YOS

2.75
3.0

SACKS
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20
2/

CUBIC
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l5

2.0

YAROS
GRAVEL

225
2.5

,.-.
't' BAFFLE
~; BOARDS ?
,ki.,i"""R!i<=""T-ii'!.:::-. VF.Nr

IIl£ ~OlfTu:r
, SCUM
~'-~-"'---;j

FINISHED TANI<

Fig. 15A.-Plan for a septic tank.

crete construction. The bottom. side. and top sections of the concrete
walls should ne"er be less than -l inches thick, and the top slabs should
be reinforced with 0-inch square bars or heavy hogwire fence. A
water-tight concrete can be obtained if good quality, clean, well-graded
sand and gra"el or suitable crushed rock are used in a 1:2;4:3 mix
with not more than 7;4 gallons of water per sack of cement.
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Fig. 15B.-Collapsible community form that has been used for the con
struction of mor-e than a dozen farm septic tanks.

The grade for the cast-iron or vitrified tile inlet pipe should be
ahout I ~ inch per fool. The grade for th(' oUllet pipe and distribution
system should he abollt I inch in 10 feet. The distribution system is a
ytry important part of the sewage disposal system because it takes care
of the discharge fr0111 the septic tank. The total length o( the drain tile
required in the distribution system depends upon the capacity, the
use made of the sewage disposal system, and the nature o[ the soil in
which the tile is laid.

lll ..trihution 8rstem-Length of Urn1n 'I'lle
Soil Type Length of Tile

Per Person Served
30 Feet
50 Feet
75 Feet

100 Feet

The length of drain tile in a distribution system laid in light porous
soil and serving from 5 to 7 persons shpuld be from 150 to 200 feet
in length. In "cry tight soil it might be necessary to increase the dis
tribution system length to 300 or .j.()() feet. Locating the distribution
tile within 100 feet of the water supply. near trees or in low. wet areas
should be avoided. J i the soil is ycry tight. it may be more cOlwenient
to place the tile in a cinder or gra'"eI fill than to increase the length of
the system. I f the disposal oi tht eff'luent is difficult. a double-cham
ber septic tank mar be used in connection with a syphon discharge.
The intermittent discharge from such a system permits the distribu-

o
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Fig. 16.-Steps in the construction of a double-chamber septic tank.

tion field to dry out while the syphon chamber is filling, thus facilita
ting the absorption of the effluent. The syphon-discharge system is
adapted to the large capacity septic tanks required for the waste dis
posal from groups of 15 to 25 persons.

\Vhen scrrtic tanks are used for the disposal or large amount:' oi
waste water [rol11 laundry, milkroom, or dairy, the action of the wash·

o
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ISOMETRIC

PLAN

.:

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Fig. 17.-Plans for a double-chamber spectic tank.

ing solutions and disinfectants sometimes prevents the bacterial action
in the septic chamber. For such cases the drain. discharging the waste
water from the milk house or laundry, should be extended past the
septic tank and empty directly into the distribution system.

, \ simple septic tank may be built and used before the bathroom
piumbing is installed. The waste water from the kitchen sink provides
enough liquid to permit septic action on the sewage from an outdoor
pri,'y located to discharge into the baffled section of the septic tank.

The materials for the average-size ~eptic tank cost about $25 and
the work for its construction usually can be managed during odd times
by the regular farm labor.
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A satisfactory job of plumbing may be accomplished readily by
anyone who has worked with the tools required for the care and repair
oi modern farm machinery and equipment_ Plumbing jobs like the
septic tank installation can be done at times when it is unnecessary or
impractical to work in the field. On most farms it is not a question of

::... : ..... :.: .. :
:.. : :::':'.: :·····.:.···.1·:·.. : .. ... . .... . . .

SEPTIC: tA~~: ~:' :"::. :: ',:: :.:::
ANO· .. • •••• :: .... ::: .....

DISTRIBUTION FlE~{J: .'...... '•• '•• [ • 0
50:7'.a:/~Oh:·.: :::.:

VITRIF!£D TILE • ptR··PEltio';·· ••• :":

OR. N TILE

Fig. lR-\\'aste disposal system consisting of a single-chamber septic tank
and drain tile distribution system.

Spirit level
Plumb bob
Carpenter's rule
~leasuring tape

oldering copper
Cold chisel
Ball pein hammer
Calking tools

~l'ool List
Pipe vise
Pipe: cutter
Combination wrench
Stillson pattern wrench. l-f'
Pipe reamer
Dies %". Y-J", 134", and die stock
Hand hacksaw
File

time, but one of planning and of having the necessary materials and
tools on hand when the job is to be done.

The tools required for the installation o( the farm plumbing also
are needed for the maintenance and repair of the water system and
for other farm shop work. which makes the im-estment in the few
additional tools required well worthwhile. !\Iany farm shops have at
least a ie'" oi the tools that are needed for simple pipe fitting and
plumbing work.

Pipes
The pipes used for farm water systems usually are made of gal

vanized wrought iron and gah'anized steel, which come in three differ
ent thicknesses or weights known to the trade as standard, extra
strong, and double extra strong. Of these weights the standard or reg
ular thickness is suited to Illost farm installations.

For the waste disposal system cast-iron pipe coated with coal tar
pitch varnish is desirable because of the ease of installation and its
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Fig. 19.-A farm·made septic tank and outside privy.
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durability. Pipes also are made ctf lead, brass. bronze, and copper. Lead
is lIsed very little and the use of copper and bronze is limited by the
cost. The cOlwcnicnce and service life of an installation of copper
piping or tubing and its durability under certain conditions may offset
its higher first cost. ~Jost plumbing fixtures utilize nickel-plated
pipes for connecting the fixture to the waste pipes and to the piping
of the water supply.

Piping comes in yarious sizes-the 0-, ~-. 1-. IJ4-. and lyj-inch
siles being C01111110111y used in farm plumbing. The pipe size refers to
the measurement of the inside diameter of the pipe. The larger diam
eters of 1 to 10-inches are used for piping the water underground. and
the j4- and I-inch sizes are used for the distribution of water in the
house. If water is to be piped any great distance. the restriction to
the flo\\' of water callseel by the pipe or pipe friction should be con
sidered in selecting the size of the pipe for the installation. The rela
lIon between the pipe friction and flow for various sizes of pipes is
shown in the following table:

Friction Head or Loss 811(1 COllllla.ratil'e Discharging Power of Pil)eS
Dis- Diameter of Pipe in Inches
charge
in G.P.11.
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The above table may be used as a guide for determining the most
economical and satisfactory size of pipe for a water system installation.
If a cistern is located 30 feet abo,·e and 300 feet frol11 the discharge
pipe, the table indicates that a 20-gallon per minute Row could be ob
tained from a l~-inch pipe with a friction head loss of Ij.6 feet. leav
ing the effecti,·e pressure head of 14.-\ feet. The J14-inch pipe would
give about 20 gallons per minute discharge witham any appreciable
pressure. The Aow of water through the pipes of a water system is
caused by the pressure; the greater the pressure. the greater the dis
charge, providing other conditions remain the same. Pressure results
from the head which is the difference between the ele\'ation of the
supply and the discharge. or from the exp.,msi\·e force of the air con
fined in the pnewnatic system. Pressure is designated in pounds per
square inch, a pressure of 1 pound per square inch resulting from a
head of 2.3 feet, or each foot of ele,·ation produces a pressure of .-\3..
pounds per square inch.

Pipe Fitting.

'·arious pipe fittings are used to connect the run.. of pipe needed
to complete the water deliyery and waste disposal systems. These
fittings may be made of cast-iron and of either black or galvanized
malleable iron. The galvanized malleable fittings cOlllmonly are used
for water system installations. Couplings are supplied for the ya
rious sizes of pipe and are used to join two pieces of pipe by means
of the threaded connection. Tees are fittings used to turn corners and
take off branch lines, and unions are used for joining pipes where it
may be necessary to disconnect the piping without disturbing the en
tire system. Elbows are c01111110nly supplied in the '+:i- and 9O-degree
form, Couplings. tees. and elbows may be supplied with a reducing
feature which permits the use of the next size larger or "malleI' piping.
:--.J ipplcs are short pieces of pipe threaded on both ends. commonly
known as close, mcdium, and long. and are used mainly for fitting pipe
to plumbing fixtures. Other miscellaneous fittings are the return bends
which are used for furnace and steam coils, the cross-overs used for
the installation of pipe where it is necessary to limit the space occupied
or to kcep the pipes next to the walls of the rooms. and pipe collars and
straps.

The installation of piping and fittings between fi..xtures is known
as a run. Pipe runs should be located carefully and the most economical
arrangement determined from the standpoint of the desired location
of the plumbing fixture and the necessary connections. These runs
always should be. planned to scale on paper before measuring and cut
ting the length of pipe required. The measurement for a run of pipe
nece sarily must allow for the threads on the pipe and fittings. Pipe
threads playa yery important pan in the satisfactory inqallation of
a plumbing system. The standard pipe threads are 60 degrees '--sl13ped
known as Briggs Standard and are tapered ~ inch per foot. the num
ber of threads depending upon the diameter or size of the pipe. The
taper feature of the threads makes it possible to obtain a metal-to-metal
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contact between the fitting and the pipe and requires that exactly the
correct number of threads be cut 011 the pipe; otherwise. the metal
to-metal contact will not result and the joint will leak. or if too few
threads are cut the joint will be mechanically weak. The relation be
tween the size of the pipe and the number of threads is shown in the
following table:

St:UHlar(l Weight Gnlnudzed, ,rrought Iron, aJJd Steel Pjl)eS

Xomill31 \Veight Per Foot
Size in Inside Threaded and Coupled Threads Length of
Inches Diameter in Pounds Per Inch Thread to Cut

, < 0.269 27.0 5/16
I,~ 0.364 1 .0 7/16

" 0.493 0.568 18.0 7/16,,,
0.622 0.852 14.0 9/16

'~-1 0.824 1.134 14.0 9/16
1 1.049 1.684 11.5 11/16
1~ 1.380 2.281 1l.S 11/!6
1'-2 1.610 2.731 11.5 11/16
2 2.067 3.678 11.5 3/4
2~1 2.469 5. 19 8.0 1 1/16
3 3.068 7.616 8.0 1 1/8

\\]lcn preparing a length of pipe for its place iii a fUll, the pipe
should be measured and cut to permit the correct extension into the
fittings..\ fter the threads ha\'e been cut, the ends of the pipe should
I~ reamed out to remO\'e the restriction to the Aow of the liquid
through the pipe and fittings. \ Vhite lead, litharge, and glycerine or
cement and linseed oil can be used as an aid in assembling the threaded
sections; however, such material should not be used as a substitute
for good workmanship. On water supply pipes, small leaks sometimes
rust shut and a few drops of water around a threaded joint should not
mean that the entire run has to be taken out in order to correct the
fault. Tn pipes carrying hot water, a small leak may develop into serious
proportions due to the temperature changes that occur in the piping.
The final completion of a n1l1 of pipe usually is made by means of a
union; however, there may be some runs that can be completed by a
fixture coupling. The piping should have sufficient slope to drain,
aYoiding sags or pockets which might cause air locking, thus allowing
the water to remain in the pipe and freeze..\.11 soil and drain pipes
should have a slope of 1 inch in .... to .3 feet. The vent and water pipes
should slope 1 inch in 8 to 10 feet. In the piping used for hot water
heating the correct slope aids in the circulation of the water through
out the system. Pipe runs should be supported to prevent \'ibration
due to water hammer or from other causes. The use of pipe straps or
hangers, and collars or flanges should not be neglected after the com
pletion o[ the assembly of pipes and fittings.

Hot Water Systems
The cOl1\'cnicnce of hot water plumbing in laundry, kitchen. and

bathroom is regarded by many as the most enjoyable feature of the
farm plumbing system. The most common method of heating the hot
water supply is by means of a coil or water (ront in the kitchen range.
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Other heating units are the laundry stO\·e and furnace heating coils
which are located usually in the basement. In addition, oil. gas. and
electric heaters are a"ailable in sizes suited to the needs of the farm
home. "ery often it is desirable to combine two or more sources of
heat. as. for instance, the range front and furnace coil. or the furnace
coil and the electric. gas. or oil heaters.

Range boilers are a"ailable in sizes commonly ranging fr0111 30
to 60 gallons. The 3\'erage family washing requires about 50 gallons
of hot water and represents the maximU111 needs of most families.

For a 50-gaUon range boiler. 125
square inches of heating coil sur
face is recommended. The range
boilers are made of \'arying
weights of tinned copper and gal
yanized steel. depending upon
the pressures for which they are
intended. The location of the
range boiler in the plu111bing sys
tem is important because of the
loss of heat that may result from
long runs of exposed pipe be
tween the boiler and faucets.

\\"here"er possible the boiler
should be close to the faucets that
are used frequently and where
the water is drawn in small quan
tities. For example, it is more
important to have the hot water

Fig. ZO.-Double-unit immersion type tank close to the kitchen sink than
electric water heater installation. it is to the bath or laundry tub be-

cause the relatively large amount of water required for a bath or wash
ing easily tempers any cold water that might be in the piping.

\\'hen electricity is used for water heating, a 6O-gallon range boiler
fitted with two i-kilowatt heating elements will be found satisfactory.
One of the heating elements can be controlled by a thermostat located
in the insulated tank cover and the other circuit can be controlled by
a manually operated switch.

If it is desired to keep a small quantity of water hot all of the time,
the upper heater is left on and its operation is controlled by the ther
1110stat which is set to maintain the temperature of the water in the
upper part of the tank at approximately 160 degrees Fahrenheit. If
a full tank of water is needed for doing the family washing, the lower
heater is turned on, thus insuring an adequate supply of hot water.
\Vhen electricity is used for heating water, it is important that the
tank and piping be insulated to consen'e all of the heat possible and
thus lower the consumption of energy by the heater.

Another method of utilizing the immersion-type electric heater is
in the circulating type of installation as shown in Figure 21. .-\ means
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of securing quick heating is to insert in the pipe union aboYe the heater
element a lead or iiber washer with a X-inch diameter restricted open
ing in place oi the regular union washer. This restriction holds back
the flow of the water in the circulating system causing the water
around the hearer to become hot before it passes into the upper part

Fig. 2t.-Circulation type electric water heater.

RCSTRICTOR
SOFT LEAD

of the range boiler. By this system a small amount of very hot water
may be secured with a minimum period of operation of the heater.
Wh~n conyentional heating installations are used, provision should be
made for cutting off the circulating system between the furnace coil
and the range boiler or the range water front and boiler. These cut
offs are necessary because the coils in the furnace and water front in
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the range that are not used will act as a radiator and cool the water
in the range boiler. The cut-off Yah-es should be located so that their
use will remind the operator to open them before attempting to start
a fire in the range or funlace. If the Yah-es are not opened before the
equipment is fired, serious damage may result to the coils. It is pos
sible to reduce the circulation of the hot water through the coils by the

-'IOT-WAT£R IlADIA TOR

"
"
"d
"""""""""".,
:1

/

WAT£R
FRONT
IN
RANG£

WAT£R COIL IN
FURNAC£

CLOS£;~O~
om~=~11

II II
Fig. 22.-Excess hot water relief through the use oi a hot water radiator.

use of an anticirculation loop in the piping between the range boiltr
and the heating coil. This anticirculation loop_ howeyer. re:'itricts the
flow of hot water in the piping and for that reason is not as satisfactory
as the valves. The use of the 0-inch pipe for hot water piping will
tend to restrict the circulation of the water and lessen the amount of
water wasted when small amounts of hot water are desired. Insulated
copper or bras,;; tubing may also be used to ach'antage for hot water
delivery.
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In water heating installations there is always the danger of getting
the water too hot. \"'here water is supplied under pressure, the normal
expansion caused by heating tends teo back the warm water into the
supply line. and if exccssi\"c pressures result. plumbing fixtures ordi
narily designed for cold water use Illay be injured by the hot water.
For this reason a relief \'alve should be installed on the hot water out
let of the tank. This \-al\'e should be set to operate at j to 10 pounds
more than the normal pressure of the system which insures against
damage which might result frol11 the failure of the thermostat or
neglect on the part of the operator.

\Vhen heating coils are installed in hot-air furnaces llsed in cold
climates during se\"ere winters. the high temperatures required frol11
the furnace usually produce an excessiye amount of hot water in the
range boiler. Such a condition requires frequent relief in the system
by permitting the discharge of the steam and hot water which repre
scnt waste heat. This heat may be utilized hy the installation of a hot
water radiator in the piping between the furnace coil and the range
boiler with a return to the cold water inlet of the heating coil. \Vhen
the hot water system shows eyidence of too high a tempcrature. the
radiator valve call be opcncd and additional radiation sccured for such
rooms as the bath or nursery.

~'r--- - IJ'· ---.. :.:

• 'f-',

Fig. 23.-The "Idaho portable farm
electric water heater."
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\ rhere water under pressure is
not a\"ailable in the house and
dairy_ a portable oil or electric
watcr heater may be used. uch
a heatcr has been developed by
the Idaho Power Company and
has 111et with such success that
a similar model is being manu
factured by one of the leading
manufacturers and will be known
as the "Idaho portable electric
\\"ater heater."

Tn its present stage of develop
ment, the "Idaho" water heater
consists of a is-galion cork
insulated tank provided with a
I-kilowatt immersion-type heater,
which may be controlled by means
of a thermostat located in the
insulated cover or by means of a
manually operated switch.

The tank is filled through the
top, which is provided with a re

movable insulated cover. and the hot water may be drawn from the
bottom of the tank through a compression bib located about 2 inches
above the heating element. This location of the outlet allows for an
automatic protection of the heating element, insuring economical
operation and a maximulll service life for the unit. The best results
ha\Oe been secured by using a tinned copper lining for the inside of
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WATER

Fig. 24.-A simple method of thawing
frozen pipes.

the tank. brass pipe fittings in order to prcYent rusting. and an outside
shell of 26-gauge galvanized iron large enough to provide about 10
inch space for the ground cork insulation.

This water heater was developed primarily for the purpose of sup
plying a convenient and economical means of heating water in farm
homes and dairies. where water under pressure was not available and
where the reservoir on the wood or coal range was inadequate.

Plumbing Care and Repair
On the farm it is often impractical to call an experienced plumber

for the numerous adjustments and small repairs necessary for the
maintenance and operation of the farm plumbing system. One of the
chief causes of difficulty with plumbing is the extremely cold weather
frequently occurring in the northern states. All pipes should be in
stalled safe from frost. especially small water pipes which freeze more
quickly than the waste pipes and sewers which carry water and waste
which is l1iore or less warmed. The depth at which pipes should be
placed depends upon the location and climatic conditions. It is C01111110n
knowledge that ground in one location freezes to a greater depth than
in another; for instance. pipes passing under a driveway must be better
protected than pipes under the same depth of soil but located where
the frost penetration would be less seyere. In Idaho the a\'erage depth
for' locating pipes ranges fr0111 ..J. to 6 feet and is governed 11y the
temperature extremes and the location of the installation.

In general. insulating coverings are recommended for pipes located
in buildings. There are a variety of insulating materials a\'ailable; how
ever, satisfactory home-applied insulation may be made from sacks.
corrugated paper. aiel automobile tires, tar paper, and cam·as. To be
of most benefit. all insulating materials should be made \\,aterproo[
after their installation by a coat of heat resisting waterproof paint.

If the plumbing is Ilot protened
f rOI11 frost, frozen pipes may re
sult in serious damage and in
convenience. There are three COI11

man methods of thawing frozen
pipes, the most common being the
use of the blow torch on the out
side of the pipes that are exposed
and can be reached com·eniently.
However, this practice is limited
by the location of the pipe and
contributes to the fire loss result
ing fro111 carelessness and acci
dents in the. lise of the blow torch.
This is particularly true of the

attempted thawing of pipes located between walls. \Vhere pipes can
be reached with a small rubber tube or copper tube, hot water can be
directed into the pipe through the tube by means of a funnel and tube,
and the return Aow of cooled water resulting from the melting of the
ice can be discharged from the end of the pipe. 1f a long run of pipe

o
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has been frozen. a small force pUlllp llsed instead of the funnel will
be an added com-enience. ""here steam is 3\-ailahle tinder pressure. a
jet of steam can be applied through the hose instead of the hot water.
Frozen waste pipes and traps may be thawed hy the use of chemicals
such as caustic soda: however. most traps can be reached with hot
water or the blow torch. The llse of electricity for thawing pipes is
common practice where electric sen-ice is 3\·ailable. This method
requires a special transformer and hea\"'y cable and connectors. the
principle of operation being the heating effect oi the electric current
which is applied to the section of the f fOlen pipe which reacts as a
heating element thus melting the ice.

The clogging of pipes usually results f rOI11 the presence of rust
or dirt in the water supply. One of the most 5..1.tisfacrory means of
clearing the clogged pipes is to Aush the system with a powerful force
pump. If the deposit in the pipe comains considerahle lime. it may
be necessary to llu~h the system with a dilute solution of muriatic
acid. The acid treatment should be allowed to stand in the pipe for
at least one hour. Rust and dirt can also be dislodged frOIll a pipe by
the use of a cord and chain or by a wire brush or swab attached to the
end of a small steel or brass rod. rn attempting to rcmO\'e scale or
lime deposit. sharp blows from a hammer may be used to dislodge the
scale. Cle~lrillg clogged waste pipes and sink traps may be accomplished
by the use of a ruhber force cup, or by directing hot water under pres
sure into the trap~. the hot water melting the grease accumulations
which tend to stop the traps.

Scale accumulations in water (ronts and heating coils may make
it ad\'isable to keep a spare water front or coil 011 hand for use when
cleaning is necessary. The use of one part of muriatic acid to 5 to 7
parts of water will he found satisfactory for dissoh'ing ordinary lime
or scale. The application of the acid solution requires the removal of
the coil or front and may be facilitated by the jarring or scraping of
the scale deposit. III se\'ere cases it may be neces~ar)" to drill and tap
the sides of the water front before the scale can be remo\'ed. The
holes should be located in the corners or edges of the water front cast
ing to be of the greate:5t ach'antage in the rClllo\'al of the sediment.
A fter the ca"ting has been cleaned out. the holes should be filled with
standard pipe plug~ Cut flush with the water front casting by means
of a hacksaw.

Leaks cau~ed by cracks or breaks in pipes and tanks may be re
paired temporarily by the use of gaskets. clamps. and compounds such
as cement mortar or concrete. i\ small hole in a cast-iron pipe may be
n.::paired permanently by tapping and threading a screw plug. Leaky
joints can be ~toppcd sometimes by calking with a blunt chisel and
hammer. Lead. tin foil. and cOlllmercial iron cement also are used
in cracks or hole~ that can be cleaned. thoroughly plugged and re
paired. "·ashers. gaskets, and rivets also are used for the repair of
leaks, especially in tanks where it is relath'ely easy to use this type of
repair. Crack:5 and breaks in laundry tubs made of slate. soapstone,
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and cement may be repaired with commercial cement or with a mixture
of litharge and glycerine.

Other repairs that are required frequently 011 plumbing that has
been in service for sometime are the replacement of washers and the
packing in the valves ancl faucets lIsed in the system. The replacement
of the Fuller balls in the Fuller-type of faucet and the fiber or metal
washers in the compression type of faucet are relatively simple but
very important repair jobs. 1\ supply of hose menders or splicers,
washers, and hose clamps always should be kept on hand because with
this equipment emergency repairs can be made quickly ancl a [uHer
utilization of modern plumbing made possible.

Additional Information 011 Farm Dwellings and Equipment:
Idaho Agri. Exp. Sta. eire. No. 66-lrrigatioll P1/,mping PfaJtls.
U. S. Dept. of Agri. Fanners' Bull. 1\0. 92i-Faym Homc COIl"L'cllicllces.
" " No. J227-Sc'wage alld SC1.ueragc of

Farm Homes.
No. 1426---FaYIII Plumbillg.
:-J"o. j-l4S........FarlllslclIl! 07ater SlIpply.
No. 1460-Simp/c Pf1/lJIbiug Repairs

1·J~ the /-lome.
i\o. 1513-Col/vel/ielll Kitchel/s.
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